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The days of guessing 
when the next CyRide bus 
will arrive are over; say hello 
to NextBus.
NextBus is a real-time ar-
rival prediction system that 
CyRide introduced in Ames 
on Jan. 31.
According to a press re-
lease from CyRide, NextBus 
“enables riders to know the 
exact time the next several 
buses will arrive at their de-
sired stop by utilizing a live 
feed via GPS satellites and in-
tricate computer technology.”
NextBus can be accessed 
by scanning the QR code on 
the CyRide bus stop signs 
or by texting or calling the 
number posted on the signs. 
Photo: Megan Wolff/Iowa 
State Daily
Cyride released a new 
service called NextBus. 
NextBus tracks CyRide 
buses using GPS and allows 
riders to track the next bus 
coming to that stop.
By Charles.OBrien 
@iowastatedaily.com
Art: Artist creates portrait out of toast
Photo courtesy of Nancy Girard
Artist Andrew Magee used 625 pieces of toast to create a portrait of Jesus. His work is 
showcased at the Christian Petersen Museum in Morrill Hall but will be removed Feb. 7.
The ambassadors to the United 
States of France and Germany 
will be giving a lecture to 
students at 8 p.m. Thursday in 
the Great Hall of the Memorial 
Union.
This lecture is part of the World 
Affair Series and is the 2013 
Manatt-Phelps Lecture in Political 
Science.
Francois M. Delattre, the French 
ambassador to the U.S., was 
appointed in February 2011, and 
Peter Ammon, the German am-
bassador to the United States, 
was also appointed in 2011.
-Daily staff
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Transportation
Bus routes 
go high-tech 
for CyRide
online 
Find out more online:
Read about artist Andrew Magee and his creation online at 
iowastatedaily.com/news
Business
Iowa Democratic Sen. 
Tom Harkin has decided not 
to release his congressional 
papers to the Harkin Institute 
of Public Policy at Iowa State.
Harkin’s Feb. 5 letter 
to President Steven Leath 
declared his denying of his 
papers to the university. In 
the letter, Harkin expressed 
concerns that the university 
wasn’t granting the Institute 
complete academic freedom 
to research any area.
A statement from the let-
ter claims the university “in-
tended to restrict some areas 
of research, constrain some 
activities and subject some 
areas of inquiry at the Harkin 
Institute…”
This idea may have 
stemmed off of a September 
2011 memo saying that the 
Institute was banned from 
performing agricultural re-
search in fear of duplicat-
ing any research done by the 
Center of Agricultural and 
Rural Development.
“Jesus and Jose are back!” said owner Jesus 
Rodriguez, who wants everyone to know they’re 
reopening with fervor Feb. 12.
After seven months of being out of business, 
the owners of the Mexican restaurant, Cazador, 
are opening their doors to once again serve 
patrons.
The owners of the reopening business are con-
fident that they can bring back their customers.
“We have talked to a lot of customers up here. 
They come here [and they] say ‘Oh we haven’t 
seen you guys in a while, we really want you to 
do it,’” Rodriguez stated. “Jose remembers those 
people from 10 years ago. They say ‘If you make it, 
we’ll come here. They are excited for us.’”
With his large base of patrons, Jose Velarde 
and Rodriguez believe that places like the 
new Chipotle and Panchero’s “aren’t even 
competitors.”
“That’s totally different; they don’t have 
the same kind of food. That one’s totally 
Cazador comes back to Ames
Photo: Alexander Furman/Iowa State Daily
Hector Medina paints the wall of Cazador on 
Tuesday. Medina studied painting in Mexico City. 
?
Fate uncertain without papers
Beate Schmittman
 ■  Only member of Advisory 
Board to vote against 
the recommendation of 
detaining the papers
 ■ “... We have some outstand-
ing faculty members who 
would have done some 
outstanding research...”
Tom Harkin 
 ■  Feb. 5: Harkin sends let-
ter to Leath stating that 
he will not donate his 
Congressional papers to 
ISU with recommendation 
from advisory board
Steven Leath
“In reality, my directive lifted 
any and all restrictions origi-
nally placed upon the Harkin 
Institute ... and instead simply 
requested that the institute 
function in a cooperative and 
collaborative manner...”
Ruth Harkin 
 ■ 1968: married Tom Harkin 
 ■ 2005-present: Iowa Board 
of Regents member 
 ■ Member of Harkin Institute 
Advisory Board 
 ■ Abstained from voting on 
recommendation to not 
send papers to ISU
David A.M. Peterson
 ■  “I’m disappointed about 
where we’re at. I think the 
Harkin Institute had the op-
portunity to provide some 
needed social perspective 
on some important public 
policy concerns...”
By Alex.Furman 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Danielle.Ferguson 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Exciting Home Games This Weekend!
Iowa State Cyclones
vs.
Lindenwood Lions
February 8 / February 9
7:30 p.m. / 8:00 p.m.
Ames/ISU Ice Arena
CYCLONE HOCKEY
www.cyclonehockey.com
For more information visit:
CYCLONE HOCKEY
THE PERFECT STORM
Tickets
Child $5
Student $7
Adult $10
Order Now!
Call 294-6164
(14)
(7)
She’s the one.
220 Main Street 515-232-0080
PREGNANT?
We are here
for you
www.birthrightames.org
108 Hayward Ave  •  (515) 292-8414
Are you the parent of a child of kindergarten age or do you know of a family 
with a child this age that is looking for a comprehensive, child centered 
learning experience.  United Community Schools will be holding Kindergarten 
Round-Up for students entering Kindergarten in the fall of 2013, on Friday, 
February 15th from 8:30 - 10:30 a.m.  United Community is located at 
1284 U Avenue (off of Highway 30) between Boone and Ames.
United Community School District offers the following exemplary programs:
• Full day, every day kindergarten program
• Small class sizes    
• Student-centered curriculum and programs
• Programs for special education, Title1, Talented & Gifted and English Language Learner 
students
• Technology classes beginning in kindergarten in addition to physical education, vocal music 
and art classes
• Outdoor Classroom with over 13 acres of prairies & forest
• Safe and courteous professional bus drivers
• On-site nurse and wellness program
• Healthy meals prepared on campus including a breakfast program
• Before and after school childcare is available on-site
• Full or Part time Preschool for 3, 4, & 5 year old children available on-site
Students must be 5 by September 15th.  
Please RSVP at 432-5319 or 232-2005
United Community 
Kindergarten Round-Up
Get Ready 
Parents!
Post traumatic stress disorder among 
veterans will always be a topic of discus-
sion, especially with Iowa State’s numer-
ous veterans on campus.
According to an article by CNN, PTSD 
among veterans is believed to be a rising 
problem in the United States as a result of 
the report released Jan. 31 of army suicide 
rates reaching a record number of 325 in 
2012. However, it is not yet believed to be a 
rising problem here at Iowa State.
“We have senior leaders in the army 
that have stood up and said that they’ve 
gone to talk to with someone to get help, 
and I think that’s the way it needs to be,” 
said Lt. Col. Richard Smith, professor of 
military science,.
There are several services that Iowa 
State has to offer for someone that 
might be suffering from PTSD. The ISU 
Veterans Center always has help available 
and Iowa State offers counseling services 
through the Student Counseling Services 
and Thielen Student Health.
“They can always check in with me as 
the veterans’ services coordinator at the 
Veterans Center, and we can get students 
connected with the best resources avail-
able,” said Jathan Chicoine, veterans’ ser-
vices coordinator.
Getting the word out about PTSD is 
always a priority for Army ROTC leaders.
“We’ve got to get the word out, and we 
do it for our cadets here. We still get the 
word out. These are the warning signs, 
these are the symptoms, these are what 
you need to look for in other students,” 
Smith said.
Leaders are focusing on changing the 
negative label that PTSD brings.
“I think we try to define PTSD as a 
bunch of crazy guys running around, [but] 
it is not. It is someone who saw something 
very traumatic,” Smith said. “Sometimes 
they need to talk about it, sometimes they 
need to get some kind of therapy. There’s 
just different things that you need, based 
on the level of what you saw.”
The label that is put on PTSD is  a prob-
lem. Leaders feel that people need to learn 
and understand more about PTSD before 
they put a negative stigma on it.
“There’s a tendency to a put a label on 
the situation rather than recognize that 
many of our brothers and sisters return-
ing home and some of the difficulties we 
go through is a natural reaction to combat 
setting,” Chicoine said. “I tend to want to 
see — rather than put a label on it — see it 
as a process.”
Army ROTC leaders are focusing on 
getting rid of that stigma by providing as 
much help as they possibly can.
“PTSD has a stigma from years ago, but 
what the army has tried to do is take away 
that stigma,” Smith said. “The army wants 
you to get help, so it should no longer be 
something you need to be scared of.”
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Feb. 3
Kellen Obrien, 22, 325 
Ash Ave., was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion and interference with 
official acts. Lillian Cobo, 
19, 4517 Friley Hall, was ar-
rested and charged with public 
intoxication at the 500 block of 
Stanton Avenue (reported at 
12:03 a.m.).
Officers assisted a 22-year-
old male who was highly 
intoxicated. The individual was 
transported to Mary Greeley 
Medical Center for treatment 
at the Armory (reported at 
12:37 a.m.).
Noel Bartusek, 19, of Des 
Moines, was arrested and 
charged with carrying weap-
ons, operating while intoxicat-
ed, possession of a controlled 
substance and possession of 
drug paraphernalia. Mitchell 
Wilson, 18, 3345 Larch Hall, 
was arrested and charged with 
possession of a controlled 
substance and possession of 
drug paraphernalia at Lot 63 
(reported at 1:33 a.m.).
Jake Plagge, 22, 215 Stanton 
Ave., Apt 502, was arrested 
and charged with public intoxi-
cation. Colin Odland, 19, 1222 
Eaton Hall, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion and unlawful use of a 
license at Chamberlain Street 
and Stanton Avenue (reported 
at 2:21 a.m.).
Luigi Rausch, 20, 125 
Campus Ave., Apt. 2, was ar-
rested and charged with public 
intoxication at Campus Avenue 
and Lincoln Way (reported at 
3:06 a.m.). 
Kossi Sessou, 21, 4901 Todd 
Drive, Apt 46, was arrested 
and charged with criminal 
trespass at Friley Hall (reported 
at 4:26 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
collided with a parked car at 
Lot 37 (reported at 3:42 p.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
collided with a parked car at 
Lot C1 (reported at 4:57 p.m.).
Yinglong Yang, 22, 2415 
Aspen Road, Apt. 209, was 
arrested and charged with 
driving under suspension at 
Beach Road and Wallace Road 
(reported at 5:14 p.m.).
Yuming Zhuang, 23, 1019 
Delaware Ave., Unit 21, was 
arrested and charged with driv-
ing under suspension at 13th 
Street and Stange Road. He 
was subsequently released on 
citation (reported at 9:06 p.m.).
Tory Walker-Zepeda, 20, of 
Des Moines, was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
a controlled substance (two 
counts), possession of drug 
paraphernalia and failure to 
prove security against liability 
at Mortensen Parkway and 
Welch Road (reported at 10:48 
p.m.).
Feb. 4
A vehicle driven by Giora 
Slutzki collided with a parked 
car at Lot 57 (reported at 7:39 
a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Marcus 
Christensen and Emma 
Estrada were involved in a 
property damage collision at 
Stange Road (reported at 8:00 
a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
collided with a parked car at 
Lot 93 (reported at 8:44 a.m.).
Officers assisted a man who 
was experiencing emotional 
and medical difficulties at 
Frederiksen Court. The 
individual was transported to 
Mary Greeley Medical Center 
for treatment (reported at 7:34 
p.m.).
Feb. 5
An individual reported unau-
thorized purchases were made 
to a debit card at Eaton Hall 
(reported at 12:07 p.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of two gift cards at Bergstrom 
Facility (reported at 1:17 p.m.).
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Thursday
Cyclone Cinema: 
‘Wreck-It Ralph‘ 
When: 
7 and 10 p.m.
What:
Free showing for all 
students presented 
by the Student Union 
Board.
Where:
101 Carver
Calendar
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
After the board voiced con-
cern, however, the ban was 
uplifted.
Two advisory board mem-
bers, Michael Gartner, regent, 
and Ruth Harkin, the senator’s 
wife, opposed the full ban and 
made clear that they would do 
the same for any further re-
search restrictions.
This sparked discussions 
that would eventually lead the 
Advisory Board to recommend 
to Harkin that he not contrib-
ute his papers to the university.
The board was mentioned 
in Harkin’s letter to Leath say-
ing “The Harkin Institute’s 
Advisory Board has informed 
me they think these propos-
als have damaged the institute 
to such an extent that it would 
never be able to flourish at 
Iowa State.”
David Peterson, director of 
the Harkin Institute and pro-
fessor of political science, said 
otherwise.
“They saw something that 
wasn’t there,” Peterson said. 
“They saw a limit on the op-
portunities of faculty mem-
bers or limits on access to Sen. 
Harkin’s papers. This was nev-
er the case.”
The advisory board’s vote 
on whether or not to rec-
ommend to Harkin that he 
withhold his papers from 
the university took place via 
teleconference by roll call 
vote. Of the eight board mem-
bers, five voted yes to detain 
the papers, two abstained to 
vote and one voted against the 
recommendation.
The institute is a part of 
the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences. Beate Schmittmann, 
the dean of LAS, voted to re-
lease the papers.
“I feel the institute is free 
to pursue research on cam-
pus. If the papers had come to 
campus, they would have been 
openly available to faculty to 
research,” Schmittmann said. 
“Being the one person on the 
advisory board who is really 
from within the university en-
gaged in the daily business with 
the university [was] probably 
why my perspective on the 
situation was different.”
In an interview with the 
Des Moines Register, Leath 
stated he had never heard any 
complaints of academic re-
striction. Leath, at one point, 
nearly granted full reign on 
research as long as the insti-
tute worked cooperatively 
with the rest of the university.
“There were no limits 
on the papers. There was 
direction for the institute,” 
Peterson said. “That’s the 
reality of how a university 
operates. So this idea of they 
are somehow restricting aca-
demic freedom or that there 
were going to be limits on the 
use of the papers is entirely a 
red herring.”
Leath’s response stat-
ed that the criticism is 
“unfounded and false.” 
Restrictions were uplifted 
in Leath’s January 2, 2013 
guideline for research.
The Harkin Institute’s ap-
proval for establishment was 
granted by the Iowa Board of 
Regents in April 2011 to, ac-
cording to the website, “serve 
as the catalyst for interdisci-
plinary research, teaching and 
outreach on vital public policy 
issues.”
The Institute was named 
after Harkin, a 1962 ISU gradu-
ate, for his nearly 40 years of 
public service in the U.S. House 
of Representatives and Senate.
The website states: “The 
Institute will house Senator 
Harkin’s papers.”
The $3.3 million made in 
donations to the Institute un-
der the assumption that the pa-
pers would be held there may 
need to be returned to the do-
nors. The ISU Foundation will 
be discussing this soon.
As for the future of the insti-
tution on campus, the possibil-
ity of running it under a differ-
ent name has been discussed.
Leath, in an interview with 
the Des Moines Register, said 
this will be a concern for the 
next couple of months.
Details on what Harkin’s 
papers actually entail are 
vague. Peterson said the papers 
were to be managed by the li-
brary; the only restrictions on 
access to them would be the 
library’s closing hours.
“As far as I know, contents 
of the papers were between 
Sen. Harkin and the library,” 
Peterson said.
The loss of the papers is 
a disappointment to many at 
Iowa State. Nearly 40 years of 
U.S. House and Senate insight 
could have been very beneficial 
to the university.
“I think, had the papers 
come here, we have some out-
standing faculty members who 
would have done some out-
standing research with the pa-
pers,” said Dean Schmittmann. 
“[This] could have brought na-
tional attention the university.”
Mental health
Vet center offers support
By Paul.Ehrsam 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo illustration: Lyn Bryant/Iowa State Daily
A variety of brochures are available at the Student Counseling Center on the third 
floor of the Student Services Building. The center offers free help for a wide range of 
issues, including post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and anxiety. 
>>HARKIN.p1A
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Great Hall, Memorial Union
Ambassador 
of France
Ambassador 
of Germany
Francois M. Delattre was appointed Ambassador of France to the 
United States in February 2011 after serving as Ambassador of France 
to Canada (2008-11), Consul General in New York and Press and 
Communications Director at the French Embassy in Washington, D.C. 
Delattre served at the French Embassy in Germany in 1989-1991, 
where he was in charge of matters pertaining to the economic impact of 
Germany’s unification and the environment. Peter Ammon has served 
as ambassador of Germany to the United States since 2011. Prior to 
this posting, he served as state secretary at the Federal Foreign Office. 
From 2007 to 2008, he served as ambassador to France, having served 
previously as a career diplomat in London, Daker, and New Delhi. He 
also served as director general for Economics at the Federal Foreign 
Office, economic minister at the German Embassy in Washington, D.C.,
and head of policy planning and speech writer to the German president.
Sponsored by: Manatt-Phelps Lecture 
Fund, Political Science, ISU Foundation, 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and 
World Affairs Series (funded by GSB)
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Neck & Back • Headaches • Extremities 
WALK-IN CARE
       515.233.2263 | backcareiowa.com  
         Monday to Saturday
 E. of Culvers
12 years
or by appointment
ORDER YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
Stephens Ticket Office | ticketmaster.com
1-800-745-3000 | Ticketmaster Outlets
Sponsored by
University Park
Inn & Suites
wednesday, February 13 • 7:30 pm
ISU Student Tickets only $25! Adult Prices: $53 & $43
Student Tickets are only available through the Ticket Office
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PIZZAHUT.COM
Ordering Online is
as easy as changing
yOur majOr…again.
®
$8 Large 1-Toppingpizza
No coupon required, just valid College Student ID.
Offer Expires 5/31/13 528
620 Lincoln Way • 515-233-1000 436 S. Duff • 515-233-3300
Delivery & Carryout Dine-in & Carryout
$5 $1999
630Expires 5/31/13 LimitEd timE OffEr
Add WingStreet ® Wings Big Dinner Box
Add 8 Bone-Out 
WingStreet® Wings 
to any Pizza Purchase
$1 more for Bone-In Wings.   
2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas +
5 Breadsticks + 
Your Choice of 1 Side
Sides Include: 1 Pan of Pasta, 1 Order of 8 Wings,
OR 4 Stuffed Pizza Rollers. 
One coupon per order. Not valid with other offers, promotional pizzas or with Personal Pan Pizza® 
purchase. Wing types and flavors vary by location. Participation, delivery areas and charges may vary. 
Cash value 1/20¢. 
©2013 Pizza Hut, Inc.   IOWAST/6.61x8
One coupon per order. Not valid with other offers or promotional pizzas. Additional charge for extra 
cheese and duplicate toppings. Wing types and flavors vary by location. Delivery areas and charges may 
vary. Cash value 1/20¢. 
©2013 Pizza Hut, Inc.   IOWAST/6.61x8
IOWAST_6_61x8_WS.indd   1 1/15/13   10:50 AM
2 - fer Pork Tenderloins
2 - fer Well Drinks from 9pm-1am
Late Night Happy Hour
Tree Frog Drinks
$2.50 Domestic Draws 
           from 11pm-1am
11am-2am
4518 Mortensen | 292.4555
westtownepub.com
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Americanized, so I would not consider that 
competition,” Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez stated that after months of trying 
to sell the property with no bids, he decided it 
was time to give the restaurant business another 
shot.
“We were going to sell it, and I really wanted 
to sell it and it was my goal at the time; it was 
for sale for six months and didn’t even have one 
offer.”
Cazador has been in the Ames area since 1996 
with a store by West Hy-Vee with Rodriguez in 
charge of it. He said he owned 70 percent of the 
company, while his partner owned 30 percent.
Eventually he let his partner take over the 
restaurant in Ames so he could go to his other 
store in Ankeny.
In 2004, his partner wasn’t doing very well 
and Rodriguez decided to open their current 
restaurant located at 3605 Lincoln Way. He, 
again, let his partner run it and the business be-
gan to fail so they had to go out of business.
Once that went under the owners hesitantly 
closed shop and Rodriguez got rid of his partner, 
and found Jose Velarde.
Now that they’re reopening, Velarde and 
Rodriguez stressed that it won’t be like last time.
“I don’t want to let people down, so I want to 
make it up to them, and start over again. It’ll be 
the old style, with the original castle [look]… the 
customer, they’re the priority. It’s not about the 
money. [My partner], he was about the money. 
It won’t be like that again. It’s the real Cazador,” 
Rodriguez said.
The owners stated that there won’t be any 
big menu changes, but everything is homemade, 
and their recipes will taste more like those of the 
restaurant in Ankeny.
Repairs and inspections have been going as 
scheduled according to a worker from Fire and 
Safety Equipment working to inspect the flame 
suppressant systems there. 
Other things they’ve been working to fix in-
clude the carpets, repainting the outside and the 
bathrooms.
Rodriguez has been in the restaurant busi-
ness for 20 years. He has one restaurant in 
Washington state and three in Iowa: one in 
Clarinda, one in Ankeny, and now the one in 
Ames.
People can also view a live action map on 
CyRide’s website to see exactly where their 
bus is currently located.
“This system is more convenient and eas-
ier for our customers to use, and that is the 
main purpose of the project,” said Sheri Kyras, 
director of transit for CyRide.
The process of installing a bus tracking sys-
tem began Feb. 2, 2011, after the Government 
of the Student Body Senate approved a pro-
posal supporting the funding of the NextBus 
system.
GSB funded CyRide $450,000 for the proj-
ect. The $450,000 includes the initial cost of 
the system and three years of service.
The project was slowed down after CyRide 
was denied a request for a waiver of the city of 
Ames’ purchasing policies by the Ames City 
Council.
GSB President Jared Knight stated that 
other vendors in the bus tracking business 
complained to the city council that there 
should be a bidding process in place for this 
project.
CyRide, along with a GSB subcommittee, 
held interviews and demonstrations with bus 
tracking vendors. In the end, NextBus received 
the contract with CyRide in May 2012.
“NextBus was able to do it the cheapest and 
deliver the best product,” Knight said. “It had 
the best track record, best opportunities and 
was the all-around best product.”
Kyras pointed out that this type of system 
was one of the most requested items by stu-
dents from feedback they had received in the 
past. Kyras also stated that the University 
of Iowa started a similar program about 18 
months ago, and it has proven to be popular 
with students there.
Currently NextBus, which requires a cel-
lular provider for the GPS system, runs on 
AT&T, but CyRide originally wanted the sys-
tem to run on Verizon Wireless due to area 
coverage.
By using AT&T, CyRide only paid $80,000 
per year for service compared to Verizon, 
which would cost $90,000 per year. Kyras said 
that CyRide will make a decision at the end of 
the semester whether or not to switch provid-
ers depending on whether or not there are is-
sues with AT&T.
 “I expect for the next month, we’ll hear 
about bugs with the system,” Knight said. 
“Once we get beyond that, this will be some-
thing students can use for the next 10 to 20 
years.”
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CyRide released a new service called NextBus. NextBus was introduced Jan. 31; this sort of 
system was one of the most requested items, according to CyRide’s student feedback.
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With the recent addition of 
CyRide’s Nextbus service, Ames’ 
public transit system has made a great 
leap forward. Now, by sending a text 
message, calling a telephone number, 
or by navigating the Internet with a 
smartphone, patrons of CyRide can 
find out how much time (approximate-
ly) they will have to wait for another 
bus to come by. Launched last week, 
the service is already popular.
The Nextbus technology capital-
izes on the prevalent amenities that 
go along with living in the year 2013. 
Nearly every student has a cell phone. 
A good many of those have smart-
phones. The new service connects us-
ers to a highly presentable form of the 
information contained within the time 
tables available on all CyRide buses.
It is a dangerous line, however, 
between convenience and necessity. 
It may seem hysterical or irrational 
to suggest that having such a conve-
nient way of accessing bus schedule 
information could lead us into a kind 
of intellectual trap where we lose the 
ability to read maps and patiently wait 
when a bus doesn’t appear, but con-
sider the effects of unthinkingly using 
other technological advances.
How many of us have caught 
ourselves using the shorthand that 
appears in text messages — “lol,” 
“omg,” “g2g” and such — in everyday 
conversation?
How many of us don’t write in 
cursive because, using computers to 
type so often, we forget what it looks 
like? How many of us think that cursive 
is sloppy handwriting simply because, 
unaccustomed to reading it past the 
great learning experience of third 
grade, we are unfamiliar with it?
How many of us have no idea what 
a dark room is because photography 
is now a matter of using a device with 
electronic sensors rather than film 
that has to be submerged in a chemical 
solution?
How many of us think it’s difficult 
to read an analog clock because the 
digital display of numerals on phones 
and computer screens is so much more 
convenient?
You get the idea.
There is a lot to be said for being 
able to unfold a CyRide map, find the 
route you want to use, the day you want 
to use it, the stops where you want to 
board and disembark, and successfully 
getting from Point A to Point B on time. 
Indeed, learning how to do all that is 
a rite of passage into a more indepen-
dent life. CyRide is a well regulated, 
regimented public transportation 
system. The people in charge of CyRide 
have made the proverbial trains run on 
time. Situations where a bus doesn’t 
materialize or gets woefully behind 
and isn’t supplemented by another are 
very rare.
Although the Nextbus service is 
certainly convenient (and we’ll proba-
bly end up using it every now and then), 
we have to wonder how long it will be 
before future student bodies think of it 
as necessary rather than handy.
College should be a time of learning 
independence, of making mistakes 
and correcting them. Ames isn’t very 
big. It’s not scary, and the people are 
friendly. Call your mom, go to class, 
ride the bus and accept the possibility 
that you’ll get lost. Everyone does. The 
good thing about getting lost, though, is 
that it’s when you’re lost that you have 
an opportunity to find yourself.
Confronted with the pressures of 
balancing class, work, activities, and 
relationships, the greatest of a college 
student’s vices might be his or her at-
tachment to devices.
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Religion can be a sensitive topic. I, for one, definitely avoid the subject of church when I return to my hometown 
for breaks. I was raised in a Christian home, 
like many others, but today would not identify 
myself as a Christian. If I had to strictly define 
my beliefs, I would be a pantheist — in the 
sense that I believe in an all-encompassing 
god, thus making the universe and divine 
synonymous.
I believe this because several years ago 
Christianity stopped answering all of my ques-
tions. I questioned why Christianity was “right” 
and all other religions “wrong.” Truthfully, I 
realized that I was only a Christian because of 
circumstance and the family into which I was 
born. For example, if I would have been born in 
India, I would probably be a Hindu.
I did not leave the Christian faith embit-
tered or angry, as you might imagine. Naturally, 
I was somewhat disillusioned with their 
hypocrisy and the fact that people’s actions 
did not match their words. It was hard for me 
to watch the church I attended preach about 
loving and welcoming the stranger, but in all 
reality act as a very exclusive organization. Of 
course, this dissonance can be found in many 
cases other than faith. 
Organized religion seemed a pointless 
exercise; if the goal of all major religions was to 
love and be a better person to make the world 
a better place, I didn’t need to attend church to 
do that.
Ultimately, I have decided that there is a 
divine presence and being in the world. For 
me, the simple wonder of creations answers 
that question. My appreciation of creation and 
desire to do good and to love are “spiritual” 
enough for me.
Because of my own movement away from 
religion, the NPR series Losing Our Religion 
caught my eye. In the series panels of young 
adults, professors, prominent scholars and pas-
tors discussed the loss of religious affiliation 
in the younger generation here in America. 
The three articles that proved to most helpful 
to understanding this phenomenon were the 
following three articles: “Losing Our Religion: 
The Growth Of The ‘Nones,’” “More Young 
People Are Moving Away From Religion, But 
Why?” and “As Social Issues Drive Young From 
Church, Leaders Try To Keep Them.”
In “Losing Our Religion: The Growth Of 
The ‘Nones,’” Heidi Glenn, a producer for NPR, 
discussed the rise of the “nones,” the term given 
to people who claim no religious affiliations by 
demographers. 
A study conducted by the Pew Research 
Center in 2012 revealed that one-fifth of 
American adults have no religious affilia-
tion (out of 46 million people). This group of 
“nones” can be described as “... atheists and 
agnostics as well as those who ally themselves 
with ‘nothing in particular’ ... includes many 
who say they are spiritual or religious in some 
way and pray every day ... overwhelmingly says 
they are not looking to find an organized reli-
gion that would be right for them ... is socially 
liberal, with three-quarters favoring same-sex 
marriage and legal abortion.” Apparently, this 
generation is the most religiously unaffiliated 
generation so far in America’s history.
Now the question is this: why?
Robert Putnam, a Harvard professor who 
writes about religion, claims that it is not only 
the church this generation is distancing itself 
from, but from all institutions in general. He 
explains that this shift is the result of a genera-
tion coming out of the culture wars of 1990s 
that aligned certain brands of politics with 
certain religions. Because of this the younger 
generation tends to move to the left on social 
issues, while religious leaders in the country 
move to the right on these issues.
The article “More Young People Are 
Moving Away From Religion, But Why?” gave 
evidence to this widening gap between the 
church and the young generation as it told per-
sonal accounts of many young adults who have 
abandoned their religious upbringings.
In the final article I reviewed, “As Social 
Issues Drive Young From Church, Leaders 
Try To Keep Them,” personal accounts from 
pastors and former church-goers were given, 
explaining either why they had left the church 
or why they thought this generation was leav-
ing the church.
For example, Melissa Adelman, a partici-
pant in one of the panel discussions, said, “To 
me, a church that would be welcoming would 
be one where there wasn’t a male-only hierar-
chy that made all the rules and there weren’t 
these rules about who’s excluded and who’s 
included and what behavior is acceptable and 
what’s not acceptable.”
And Reverend Mike Baughman, a United 
Methodist minister, explained, “If the church 
was known more for our efforts to welcome the 
stranger than keep them out, I think the church 
would have greater credibility with rising 
generations. ... A lot of them have grown up in 
the church and then rejected it. They’ve read 
the Scriptures that talk about the importance 
of welcoming the stranger, they’ve read the 
Scriptures about the importance of caring for 
the poor, and when they see that no longer on 
the lips of those who are in religious authority, 
they see that the God we present is bankrupt, 
and that we’re theologically thin in our ability 
to even speak our own story.”
This distance and rise of the “nones” is 
fascinating, and it should be talked about. My 
question is, if not church, where do you turn?
Youth
Letter to the editor
By Kristen.Daily
@iowastatedaily.com
Kristen Daily is a junior in English from 
Orange City, Iowa.
Church losing members
The Sandy Hook shooting is a tragedy, and it should not be treated as anything less. 
It is clear that something needs to 
be done in order to prevent such 
tragedies from occurring again in 
the future. But what?
There are two topics that the 
population typically likes to ad-
dress after shootings occur: guns 
and video games. 
Video games have been 
criticized for promoting violence 
through their game play, but are 
they truly responsible for some-
one’s actions? 
A video game’s primary pur-
pose is to entertain, which it does 
very well. I believe I can speak for 
all gamers when I say we do not 
want to defend our right to play 
video games, we just want to play 
them.
To say a game is crafted just 
for the sake of violence is to 
completely ignore all other facets 
of the game: the story, the art, the 
philosophy and among many oth-
ers. To experience the emotions 
the characters in a game should be 
feeling allows a level of empathy 
that used to be reserved for only 
the most well-written novels and 
movies.
The heart of a gamer is not 
that of malice, hatred and anger. 
It is the heart of someone who 
has passion for their hobby much 
like the passion of bookworm or 
movie-lover. 
We all have our hobbies 
and the things we enjoy, so why 
must the passion for gaming be 
wrapped in ignorance and hate?
Instead of finding a solution, 
we pick an easy target like video 
games to explain to someone why 
their child will not be there tomor-
row when they wake up. The ban-
ning or heavy regulation of video 
games will not stop tomorrow’s 
shooter. It will only affect a rich 
community of people who just 
want to do what they love: play 
video games.
Tayler Jessen is a senior 
in management information 
systems.
Guns and games: dangerous mix?
Courtesy photo
The gap between the religious and those who do not identify with a religious group is growing, Daily columnist Kristen Daily argued. The 
reasons depend on the person, but the younger generation seems to be dividing itself from institutions, not just religious organizations.
Are organized religions 
declining in United States?
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JUCO
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DEFINITION:
A slang term for a junior col-
lege transer student. 
USE:
The ISU football team 
signed three JUCO transfer 
students on National Signing 
Day.
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Men’S BBall:
Former USC 
player Jones 
will not play 
at Iowa State 
in 2013-14
Former USC basketball player 
Maurice Jones will not play for 
Iowa State, per the ISU athletic 
department.
Jones left the USC after the 
2011-12 season and was in the 
process of transferring to Iowa 
State.
However, when Jones left USC 
he was ineligible.
Iowa State then filed an appeal 
for Jones to play in the 2013-14 
season. The ISU athletic depart-
ment found out this week that 
they had lost the appeal.
—Dean Berhow-Goll
 
WreStling:
Gadson 
earns third 
Big 12 honor
Redshirt sophomore Kyven 
Gadson earned his third Big 12 
Wrestler of the Week honor fol-
lowing his upsets of two top-10 
wrestlers this past weekend.
Gadson, who is now ranked No. 
7 at 197 pounds in Intermat’s 
latest poll, defeated then-No. 7 
Jake Meredith of Arizona State 
by 9-1 major decision on Friday 
night before upending No. 6 
Blake Rosholt of Oklahoma State 
3-1 on Sunday.
Gadson is now 17-2 on the sea-
son with bonus points in three of 
his past six matches.
—Daily staff
Football
ISU welcomes 25 recruits
After coming home from the New 
Balance Invitational in New York, 
the ISU men’s track and field team 
will get another chance to improve 
before the Big 12 Championships.
The annual Iowa State Classic 
is the only thing still separating the 
team from its main focus.
“We have had a lot of opportuni-
ties this season but we are down to 
our last big opportunity before the 
conference meet,” said ISU coach 
Corey Ihmels.
The meet will have the Cyclones 
competing against in-state rivals 
Drake, Iowa and Northern Iowa 
along with conference rivals Kansas 
and Kansas State among others.
“It is important to the athletes 
that have done well to get one more 
good competition in,” Ihmels said. 
“It is also important for the athletes 
on the bubble not knowing whether 
or not they are going to compete in 
the conference meet to get a good 
chance to show what they are ca-
pable of.”
The Iowa State Classic will start 
at 10 a.m. Thursday with the multi-
event competitions at the Lied 
Recreation Athletic Center.
Heading into competition this 
weekend, the ISU women’s track and 
field team is going to aim to be sharp.
Like every meet throughout the 
season, each race and event presents 
mental challenges.
“It’s very important [to be mental-
ly tough],” said senior long-distance 
runner Ejiro Okoro. “In track, every-
one is after the same thing. You can’t 
go out there and say, ‘Oh, I’m going 
to run comfortably.’ At the end of the 
day, it’s a competition, you have to be 
mentally strong.”
It’s one thing to know, but it is 
another thing to put it into practice. 
Being aware of limitations and when 
an athlete has not yet reached them is 
one thing that can make a difference.
“When you’re training you work 
out to get mentally strong,” Okoro 
said. “There will be a day when I am 
tired and that’s when I know I’m going 
to train myself to stay motivated. If I 
can do it in training, then in competi-
tion it will come easy to me.”
Mental toughness is a term used 
everywhere in sports, but is rarely 
defined. Intangibles can be hard to 
measure, but assistant coach Travis 
Hartke knows what it takes to build 
up one’s cerebral abilities.
“Confidence is about maturity and 
also the culture of the team,” Hartke 
said. “It’s a skill. And at age 18, not 
everyone has that skill. You have an 
evolution. For freshmen, some of 
them have it. It’s pretty rare though. 
For most people it takes two or three 
years; it’s a building process.
“In the end you have to remember 
the good things. It’s like being a closer 
in Major League Baseball. You have to 
have a short memory, remember the 
positives and forget the things that go 
wrong.”
When things are clicking, it makes 
it much easier to retain the positive 
memories. Redshirt junior thrower 
Hayli Bozarth is one who is having a 
season with many positive memories.
Photos: Chenyan Shan/Iowa State Daily
Four new players — running back Aaron Wimberly, left, tight end Emmanuel Bibbs, linebacker Alton Meeks and outside linebacker Shawn Curtis — listen 
to Cyclone head coach Paul Rhoads address the media Feb. 6 at the 2013 Football Signing Day Press Conference at Bergstrom Football Complex.
By Ryan.Berg 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Isaac.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU men return home 
for Iowa State Classic
Women’s team works 
for mental confidence
Paul Rhoads was much 
more thrilled with how 
National Signing Day ended 
than with the way it began.
Despite starting his day 
by retreating home to get his 
phone after he left it on the 
bathroom counter, Rhoads 
and the ISU football team 
received national letters of 
intent from 25 players to 
close out its 2013 class on 
Wednesday.
“We take great pride in 
the diversity in this class,” 
Rhoads said at a news confer-
ence announcing the signees.
Among the class are four 
early enrollees who have 
already arrived on campus. 
Two of those four enrollees 
graduated high school early 
and are freshmen.
The decision to enroll 
at Iowa State early for high 
schoolers isn’t taken lightly.
“High school guys, it’s 
more of a choice, and I want-
ed to be very sure of that 
choice,” Rhoads said. “I want 
them to be sure of leaving 
home and leaving mom and 
dad and leaving the state if 
they’re going to do that.
“If they’re fully commit-
ted to that, we welcome hav-
ing them on campus.”
This semester, linebacker 
Alton Meeks and offensive 
lineman Shawn Curtis both 
enrolled after they gradu-
ated high school early. While 
enrolling early for a junior 
college player depends on 
completing credits, enroll-
ing early for high school ath-
letes is more of a personal 
decision.
Curtis began work toward 
that goal before he even de-
cided to attend Iowa State.
“I actually decided that 
last year,” Curtis said. “I 
didn’t have my decision made 
to come here yet, but I did de-
cide that I wanted to be a step 
up above the other players.”
For the football team, it 
allows the players to get ac-
climated with the team and 
weightlifting program.
Meeks has also already 
started to move past the 
freshman learning curve.
“I think it’s helped a lot,” 
Meeks said of enrolling early. 
“The first day I was here I was 
with Shawn [Curtis] and we 
were riding the bus [and] got 
lost for about two hours on 
the bus system. So we’re not 
going to have to deal with that 
when we first get here.”
Rhoads said players 
have to make the decision to 
forego high school activities 
such as prom. For Meeks that 
wasn’t an issue, and now he is 
already doing work with the 
football team here at Iowa 
State.
“If I was at home I’d just 
be taking Drawing I and stuff 
like that,” Meeks said. “But if 
I came here I’d be taking col-
lege classes, getting credit for 
those classes, learning the 
verbiage and getting ahead.”
Overall, the ISU foot-
ball team’s 2013 class is 
ranked 58th by Rivals.com, 
but Rhoads said his staff 
doesn’t put much stock into 
numbers.
“Those are part of it? How 
are we doing in that regard?” 
Rhoads said when asked 
about rankings. “It’s not the 
guys that you don’t get in the 
recruiting process, it’s the 
guys that you sign, it’s the 
guys that you develop.”
By Alex.Halsted 
@iowastatedaily.com
Early enrollees 
get head start 
for new season
Track and field
“Woke up this morning at 5 a.m., got the dog out, coffee 
made, showered. Got my way to my office, sat down, fax 
machine’s on, paper’s loaded. Went to take the first phone 
call … phone was at home on the bathroom counter. Not 
the way that I wanted to start the day out. Things flowed 
smoothly from there.”
— ISU coach Paul Rhoads on the start to his National 
Signing Day
ALTON MEEKSEMMANUEL BIBBSSHAWN CURTISAARON WIMBERLY
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Read more online:
Read the rest of the story, view 
photo galleries and watch video of 
2013 National Signing Day at
iowastatedaily.com/sports
Alton Meeks, a quar-
terback for the prestigious 
Dr. Phillips High School in 
Orlando, Fla., will be play-
ing a different position at 
Iowa State — linebacker.
The 6-foot-3-inch, 
240-pound player is origi-
nally from Iowa City, then 
moved to Florida.
ISU football coach Paul 
Rhoads said Meeks has a 
chance to play when the 
season comes around.
“Alton is a physical, ma-
ture kid and our depth is 
not great at the linebacker 
position and with a good 
spring and good develop-
ment, he might have an op-
portunity,” Rhoads said.
After switching from Iowa 
State to Indiana, Tribune 
switched his commitment 
back to the Cyclones.
ISU coach Paul Rhoads 
said he knew Tribune was 
coming back to the team last 
Thursday on Jan. 31.
“Nigel Tribune was a young 
man that we were very 
committed to,” Rhoads said. 
“He was committed to us 
and had been that way for a 
long time. Sometime in that 
process as time goes by, 
there’s not that passion that 
pours into that recruiting and 
a young man can start to feel 
slighted a bit.”
Rhoads said Tribune was 
swayed away from Iowa 
State after some comments 
were made online about his 
game film.
“In the end, we had a very 
successful last two weeks 
of recruiting ...” Rhoads said. 
“He realized the decision 
was right all along.”
Nigel Tribune
New linebacker 
gains chance 
for instant play
online 
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Men’S BBall:
Cyclones add 
K.J. Bluford 
to 2013 roster
Iowa State has added K.J. 
Bluford to its roster for the 2013-
14 season, making the number 
of commits six for the year.
Bluford leads his team in scoring 
with 18.2 points per game and 
shoots 38.7 percent from behind 
the arc.
Bluford, a 6-foot-2, 185-pound 
shooting guard from Northeast 
Nebraska Community College, 
said he likes to think he can play 
like Iowa State’s Tyrus McGee.
“Someone that’s going to come 
in and play hard and make 
shots,” Bluford said.
Bluford visited Iowa State 
Monday for the Oklahoma game, 
where the Cyclones beat the 
Sooners 83-64.
Bluford said after his visit he 
“sealed the deal” when he 
talked to his dad on the phone 
to discuss the decision together. 
Then Bluford said he texted 
Hoiberg and assistant coach T.J. 
Otzelberger to inform them he 
had committed to Iowa State.
“The facilities, the crowd, the 
coaches and how they treated 
me,” Bluford said. “The philoso-
phy of Coach Hoiberg made me 
want to come there.”
—Dean Berhow-Goll
File photo: Jessica Langr/Iowa State Daily
ISU high jumper Troy Walls clears 206 centimeters on Jan. 25 at Lied 
Recreational Athletic Center during the Bill Bergan Invitational.
By Dean Berhow-Goll 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Mason Tyer, sophomore in performing arts and 
philosophy, plays a role in the newest ACTORS pro-
duction, “Not Now, Darling.” The show will be at 7:30 
p.m. Friday and Saturday night and at 2 p.m. Sunday.
What is your role in “Not Now, Darling”?
My role is Charlie Lawson, who is a nondescript jobless 
person in the story, and I’m married to a character 
named Sue. 
He’s looking for his wife; that’s his only goal. It’s a farce, 
so the basic components are mistaken identity, people 
being there one second and suddenly not, doors slam-
ming everywhere and lots of sexual triangles. 
I set up the tension by loving someone who loves 
someone else
Is this the first role you’ve played in 
ACTORS?
For the last year, I’ve been involved in every production 
they’ve had there. This is my most current thing, just 
being an actor. 
The previous show, “The Best Christmas Pageant Ever,” 
I was the assistant director and stage manager, I was a 
chorus singer and filled in a couple of small roles. 
And the previous show, I was tech for everything, 
lights, sound and construction, and I was a singer in 
“Urinetown.”
How long have you been working in 
theater?
I’m still pretty new. Being in ACTORS has been my lon-
gest involvement. I did a play in high school and when I 
got to Iowa State, they were doing the 10-Minute Play 
[Festival]. 
I got cast in it and liked it a lot. The idea fermented and 
I kind of realized that’s what I want to do. So I switched 
my major and have been trying to do theatre ever since.
What do you hope to do with theater in 
the future?
It’s really hard to be a performer and just a per-
former. The statistics of people only doing acting is 5 
percent. The other 95 percent have to have another 
form of income. So the idea would be to just be a 
performer, but I’m willing to go into some type of 
education program. 
It’s an interesting degree and can go a lot of ways. 
So I guess it’s just a let the future take hold of me 
kind of thing.
cyclone spotlight
Mason Tyer
By Julia Ferrell
Ames247 Writer
Interview:
For more of Mason’s inter-
view, including video and 
photos, visit ames247.com
Know a student who would 
make an interesting profile? 
Let us know at ames247@
iowastatedaily.com
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Students may have noticed some 
life-sized figures displayed in unex-
pected places in the College of Design 
last week.  Then again, if you blinked, 
you may have missed them.  
The pieces were part of a tem-
porary art installation created by 
Professor Michael Stanley’s contem-
porary sculpture class, Design 301X, 
shaped from an unusual medium.  
“Stanley wanted to give us a crash 
course in unconventional mold-mak-
ing.  So he said saran wrap and duct 
tape should do the job,” said Maddy 
Haws, sophomore in integrated stu-
dio arts.  
Earle Rock, graduate student in 
integrated studio arts, said Stanley 
instructed the students to form them-
selves and install them in the College 
of Design. 
To create duct tape figures, the 
students used themselves as molds, 
wrapping various body parts in the 
tape and layering protective plas-
tic wrap underneath. The form was 
later cut off the body and taped back 
together. What did they use to fill the 
life-sized figures?
“We used three-day-old issues of 
the Daily,” Rock said.
Most students worked with at 
least one partner over a very short pe-
riod of time to create the sculptures. 
Rock and another student, Christian 
Mehr, worked together on theirs.  
“We probably worked for eight to 
10 hours on it. I’m used to working 
on projects that take a minimum of 
weeks,” Rock said, noting that work-
ing in this way was “refreshing.”
The installment was on display for 
less than 48 hours.  
Rock described the project as a 
type of “guerilla art,” a method where 
an artist leaves anonymous artworks 
in public places. 
Public art has sparked contro-
versy in the past, and this installation 
was no exception.  
“We noticed during the 24 to 48 
hours, there were people who didn’t 
perceive them in the same way we 
had hoped. Some people took them 
as being … lynched,” Haws said. “It’s 
sad that even at the College of Design, 
people take things to unnecessary 
negatives.”  
Despite its frustrations, Rock and 
Haws look forward to creating more 
public art in their future careers.  
“The idea of interaction and a 
piece being so public is just exciting,” 
Haws said.  
Though the figures have been 
taken down from public display, Rock 
said the pieces have been “set aside.”
“Professor Stanley has some ideas 
for the future,” Rock said, “but I’m not 
going to let the cat out of the bag yet.”
EVENTS 
Calendar
Woodshop orientation
 ■ Where: The Workspace
 ■ When: 7 p.m.
 ■ Cost: $10 students, $20 
public
Thursday
Prescription for love
 ■ Where: The Workspace
 ■ When: 1 p.m.
 ■ Cost: $2
Sunday
Wheel pottery
 ■ Where: The Workspace
 ■ When: 6 p.m.
 ■ Cost: $100 students, $110 
public
Monday
Metal, clay and color
 ■ Where: The Workspace
 ■ When: 6 p.m.
 ■ Cost: $56 students, $66 
public
Tuesday
Erin McKeown shatters musician stereotypes. 
She does not listen to music very much nor does she 
fall into one category of music.
“In several distinctive ways — voice, dynamic 
subtlety, and sheer songwriting ability — Erin 
McKeown is in a class of her own,” said The Sunday 
Times, a U.K. newspaper.
Singer-songwriter Erin McKeown with Jenn 
Grant will play  9 p.m. Friday at the Maintenance 
Shop.
McKeown began music at age nine with piano.
“It was just something I did. It’s like when you 
play a sport or something. It’s just something you’re 
supposed to do,” McKeown said.
Her interest in music really took hold when she 
attended a summer camp at the age of 12. 
“I went to a summer camp for science. And at 
that summer camp ironically is where I learned to 
play guitar,” McKeown said. “I learned ... by playing 
camp songs that we sang at night together. Standard 
American things like Indigo Girls or Paul Simon”
“When I learned to play guitar, it just made sense 
to start writing songs” McKeown said. “But I never 
... thought I’d be a songwriter until I went to college.”
Contrary to the musicians’ stereotype, 
McKeown attended Brown University to pursue a 
career in science. Shortly after arriving, however, 
McKeown learned the science field was not where 
she wanted to be. McKeown was at a crossroads, 
facing a similar situation many students face. She 
eventually emerged with a degree in ethnomusicol-
ogy, the study of music from a cultural point of view.
“I can’t believe I’m going to say this, but I actu-
ally think people should go to college,” McKeown 
said. “I work with a lot of young women… I try to en-
courage all the women I work with to go to school. I 
think it makes you a better writer…and you might go 
someplace that is different then where you grew up. 
You might have different experiences that are going 
to make you a better writer and a better human.”
“Manifestra,” McKeown’s latest album, com-
bines her love for justice and music.
“I was always someone who paid attention to 
justice. … It’s always been a part of my personality. 
And for years I never brought it to my music before. 
So a few years ago, I brought it into my music and I 
did that because I felt like I had to,” McKeown said.
The Ames music scene has a wide mix of male 
and female artists, and SUB makes sure to include a 
mix of both when booking performances.
“I always like to have a female presence in 
the M-Shop,” said George Potter, director of the 
Maintenance Shop. “Her sound is fitting to the 
M-Shop, she has a raw sound.”
By Bri.Adams 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Michael Stanley/Design 301x
Sculptures made of duct tape and cling wrap made by Design 301X 
students climbed the walls in the College of Design for a short time. 
‘Guerilla art’ adorns 
walls for 24-48 hours
Art
Sculptures shock Design
Singer, songwriter to grace M-Shop
By Cole.Komma 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Erin McKeown
Erin McKeown, a genre-defying musician, will 
play at 9 p.m. Friday at the Maintenance Shop.
Friday
Dance social
 ■ Where: 196 Forker 
 ■ When: 7:30 p.m.
 ■ Cost: Free
Wednesday
‘Shrek the Musical’
 ■ Where: Stephens 
Auditorium
 ■ When: 7:30 p.m.
 ■ Cost: $25 to $35
Saturday
‘Wreck-it Ralph’
 ■ Where: Carver 101
 ■ When: 7 and 10 p.m.
 ■ Cost: Free
 ■ Where: The Maintenance Shop
 ■ When: 9 p.m.
 ■ Cost: $8 students, $10 public plus $2 day-of-show
Erin McKeown plays 
with Jenn Grant
Music
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TARA
Real BioLife  
donor since 
August 2011.
ANYONE CAN BE A LIFESAVER AT BIOLIFE.
It doesn’t matter who you are or what you do, your plasma donation has the 
potential to save countless lives. Learn more at BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM
NEW DONORS OR DONORS WHO HAVEN’T DONATED IN SIX MONTHS OR MORE, PRESENT THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE $120 IN JUST THREE DONATIONS. 
Must present this coupon prior to the initial donation to receive a total of $30 on your first, a total of $40 on your second and a total of $50 on your third successful donation. Initial donation must be completed by 3.2.13 and subsequent donations within 30 days. Coupon redeemable only upon completing successful donations. May not be combined with any other offer. Only at participating locations.   
$120
1618 Golden Aspen Dr • Ames, IA 50010 • 515.233.2556
All BioLife donor eligibility criteria must be met to protect the donor’s health and product safety.
$280 
RECEIVE 
UP TO
YOUR 1st 
MONTH!
VISIT BIO
LIFEPLAS
MA.COM
 TO  
SCHEDUL
E YOUR D
ONATION
DIRECT FROM 
BROADWAY
ORDER YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
Stephens Ticket Office | ticketmaster.com
1-800-745-3000 | Ticketmaster Outlets
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14 • 7:30 pm
Treat your valentine! Chocolaterie Stam 
and Snus Hill Winery will offer free 
samples from 6:45 pm until show time  
in the Ground Floor Lobby.
WWW.RAINTRIBUTE.COM
ISU Student 
Tickets: $25
Student Tickets are only 
available through the  
Ticket Office
Adult Prices: 
$53 and $49
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
By Appt Only
“All work done by the body's needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
The Ridge at Fountainview
Opening August 2013!  $200 off until March1st!
4 Bedroom 4 Bath
4 BR,4 Bath, $1600
515-233-2752 • jensengroup.net • 4611 Mortensen Rd. Ste 106
• Free internet and cable
• Pet friendly on first floor
• Full kitchen appliances
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• Free membership to Ames Racquet and Fitness
• Wood flooring in kitchen and living room
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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By Devin Pacini
“Professor Layton and the Miracle Mask” is a 
3DS puzzle solving game. However, that’s not 
all the game is offering you.
The game is literally puzzles. In the universe of 
Professor Layton, it’s socially acceptable to give 
random strangers a puzzle to solve. It’s even 
appropriate to offer your guests puzzles. 
Doing well with the puzzles awards you with 
Picarats, which can be thought of as points 
for doing a good job. If you’re like me, you’ll 
obsess over these and go for perfection. They 
don’t seem to be a big deal at first, but you 
need them to unlock the bonuses later on. Not 
caring about how well you solve a puzzle could 
decrease the fun bonuses you get later on. The 
game does let you retry puzzles from a menu 
though, so it’s not all over if you slip up once.
I’ve played puzzle games before, some more or 
less forgiving, but none like this one. This game 
was amazing to experience. I don’t think I’ve 
ever felt so motivated to solve puzzles before 
in my life. This game is great and has inspired 
me to go back and play the other games in the 
series as well.
By Gabriel Stoffa
When you look at a movie laid out to be a com-
edy, it is easy to recognize when the writers had 
a funny scene and needed filler.
“Movie 43” side-steps meaningful filler to pro-
vide social commentary comedy shorts strung 
together under the premise of the scenes 
pitched during a Hollywood meeting.
The comedy is not something for the whole 
family. Many people may find segments of 
the movie to be in terrible taste and extremely 
offensive.
The humor can be seen as terrible and insult-
ing, not fit for any screen, or you can see the 
satire for what it is. Yes, the material is raunchy. 
Underneath the rude exterior is an exaggerated 
commentary about day-to-day events.
Ignorance regarding the female body; he-
licopter parents; fantasy violence; racism: 
“Movie 43” addresses these and more through 
exaggeration.
It is not a must-see movie at theaters, but I 
recommend a matinee with friends to help the 
box office. Stick around into the credits to enjoy 
more comedy.
By Maggie McGinity
Justin Timberlake fans have been waiting 5.5 
years for him to make new music, but his 
new single “Suit & Tie (feat. JAY Z)” does not 
disappoint.
This single starts out with awesome brass hits 
introducing a too-slow simplified chorus. As 
soon as the first verse starts, the tempo picks up 
into a sweet disco-esque groove.  The big brass 
reminds one of vegas showmanship (think Tom 
Jones’ “It’s Not Unusual”), and the xylophone 
runs and combo trap set/hip hop beats trans-
port this tune back in time while keeping it mod-
ern. Timberlake’s vocal style, especially falsetto, 
lends itself really well to the feel of this song.
I appreciate Timberlake’s attempt at genre mix-
ing in this single. There’s hip hop, pop, R&B, 
disco, and big band jazz in there. JAY Z’s rapped 
bridge completely changes up the feel of the 
song, though I’m not sure how well it and the 
hip-hop vernacular in the second verse fit in. 
JAY Z’s mentions of designers add to the overall 
theme of “Suit & Tie.”
This song is well-titled. There’s classiness in the 
idea of a man dressed to the nines.
8 Class
Real Estate 
        Service
Campustown Living
2519 Chamberlain
268.5485 • 290.8462
Campustown Locations
• Wide variety of floor plans
• FREE Mediacom cable/high 
speed internet
• Access to private fitness center
• Prime locations
Stop in to find out about
our new properties!
Check Us Out At:
www.resgi.com 
Email: info@
resgi.com
Group
Professional 
Property
Management
Now Leasing for Fall 2013
• Great location
• On Cy-Ride Routes
• A variety of floor plans
• Laundry available
• Low utilities
www.ppm-inc.com|515-232-5718|Call Today!
The BEST
Rental Value
In Ames!
205 Beach (Beach View)
210 Gray (Sunset View)
292-5020       www.fpmofames.com       info@fpmofames.com
• ONLY pay electric & water
• Direct TV Choice Package
• High Speed Internet
• Washer & Dryer in unit
• Heated Garage Parking
  Included
NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2012
1 Bedroom Units Remaining
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
• LOCATION, LOCATION,  LOCATION
did you
   know
DID YOU KNOW?
95% OF THE STUDENT BODY READS THE DAILY.
DID YOU KNOW?
THE DAILY IS THE TOP CHOICE FOR ISU NEWS.
BOTH STUDENTS AND FACULTY.
DID YOU KNOW?
THE DAILY DELIVERS OVER 13,500 COPIES A WEEK.
       that the
      daily
1401 N. Dakota Everything you want out west!
www.fpmofames.com | (515) 292-5020  |  258 N Hyland
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENTF P M
Free parking, cable & internet
ALL UTILITIES PAID, you pay electric only!
2BR/2BA  $810, 3BR/2BA  $935
It’s better
Free Internet, cable, washer 
and dryer, and Ames Racquet 
and Fitness membership.
4611 Mortensen Rd Ste 106
(515) 233-2752
Jensen Group
out west!
A Step Above the Rest!
www.universitytowersames.com 
111 Lynn Ave #101 • 515-292-2236
Efficiencies 1, 2, & 3 BR 
Available 
1-4 BR 
Available Fitness Center
Garage 
Parking
Indoor 
Pool
Full Time Custom Applicators
$SSO\IHUWLOL]HUVDQGDJFKHPLFDOVWRIDUPÀHOGV
Seasonal Labor / Truck Drivers
Operate pick-up truck, straight truck or semi; 
Assist in warehouse
$*5,/$1')6,QF1HZ&HQWXU\)6
Three Rivers FS
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EOE
EXPERIENCE THE QSI ADVANTAGE!
            • RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
            • AGRICULTURAL • EQUESTRIAN
NFBA 
Multi-Award 
Winner 2012
• Free Estimates
• Free On-Site 
Consultation
• Fully Insured
• 5-yr Workmanship     
Warranty
• Pre-engineered for 
code  laws
• Licensed ICC 
General Contractor
• 3-Ply Laminated Posts 
   (60 yr. warranty)
• Steel Roof and Sides 
   (40 yr. warranty)
• 16 colors available
• 8´ o/c Post Spacing -   
   4´ o/c Truss Spacing
• 90 MPH Wind Load / 
30lb. Truss load
• Site Preparation 
available
Call for FREE info and estimates 
800-374-6988
60’ x 120’ x 16’
includes 1-30’x16’ slider 
and 1-3’ entry door
$51,700
(Price does not include wainscot)
Specials include: Delivery & Installation
Travel charges may apply.
www.qualitystructures.com
"You got the drive, We have the Direction" 
OTR Drivers APU Equipped Pre-Pass EZ-
pass passenger policy. Newer equipment. 
100% NO touch. 1-800-528-7825 (INCN)
Drivers: Inexperienced? Get on the Road 
to a Successful Career with CDL Training. 
Regional Training Locations. Train and WORK 
for Central Refrigerated (877) 369-7895 
www.centraltruckdrivingjobs.com (INCN)
AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for hands on 
Aviation Career. FAA approved program. 
Financial aid if qualified- Job placement 
assistance. CALL Aviation Institute of Mainte-
nance 866-783-0458. (INCN)
This classified spot for sale. Advertise your 
product or recruit an applicant in over 250 
Iowa newspapers! Only $300/week. Call 
this paper or 800-227-7636 www.cnaads.
com (INCN)
DISH Network. Starting at $19.99/month (for 
12 mos.) & High Speed Internet starting at 
$14.95/month (where available.) SAVE! Ask 
About SAME DAY Installation! CALL Now! 
1-888-605-3101 (INCN)
PIANO PLAYERS WANTED Growing 
traditional music style church needing more 
volunteer piano players.  If your talents are 
going unused, consider the music ministry 
of Heartland Baptist Church in Ames, IA. Call 
515-268-1721, ask for Pastor Abell.
Customized Newspaper Advertising, (CNA), 
seeks a self-motivated outside account 
executive to consult with current clients and 
sell new business in Iowa and Wisconsin. 
5-years minimum of outside sales experi-
ence. Travel required, some overnight. Email 
cover letter/resume to: tshay@inanews.com 
www.cnaads.com (INCN)
FOREMEN to lead utility field crews. Outdoor 
physical work, many positions, paid training, 
$17/hr. plus weekly performance bonuses 
after promotion, living allowance when 
traveling, company truck and benefits. Must 
have strong leadership skills, good driving 
history, and be able to travel in Iowa and 
nearby States. Email resume to Recruiter6@
osmose.com or apply online at www.Osmo-
seUtilities.com. EOE M/F/D/V (INCN)
Police Officer Career opening for the City 
of Indianola. Application packet may be 
obtained by visiting  www.indianolaiowa.
gov  or calling 515-961-9400. Application 
deadline is 02/15/2013 EOE (INCN)
Pediatric RN/LPN part or full time. Heartland 
Home Care, Inc. in Jasper, Poweshiek, Tama, 
& Marshall counties. Call 1-877-339-8607 
or 319-339-8600 for an interview. EOE 
(INCN)
HELP WANTED- Electric distribution operator: 
Greenfield Municipal Utilities is accepting ap-
plications for this fulltime position. Applicant 
should have knowledge/skill to operate 
and maintain overhead and underground 
systems. GMU offers competitive wages and 
excellent benefits. Advancement opportuni-
ties. Send letter of introduction and resume 
to: General Manager -Greenfield Municipal 
Utilities P.O. Box 95 Greenfield, Iowa 50849 
gmu@iowatelecom.net (INCN)
Motor Coach Driver: FT/PT drivers.  Class 
A or B CDL with passenger & airbrake 
endorsement.$.41/mile. You will usually be 
home daily. Benefits are available for F/T 
drivers. Apply with Brad Clements at Trans 
Iowa Charters (515) 244-4919. www.
transiowa.com (INCN)
Driver- Qualify for any portion of $.03/mile 
quarterly bonus: $.01 Safety, $.01 Produc-
tion, $.01 MPG. Two raises in first year. 3 
months recent experience. 800-414-9569 
www.driveknight.com (INCN)
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to drive our 
new cars with ads. www.DriveCarJobs.com
Sorority Seeking Cook Iowa State Sorority 
is seeking a new cook for 62-120 chapter 
members.  Duties include cooking, meal 
planning, budgeting and overseeing smooth 
operation of kitchen and waiters.  Salary 
dependent on experience.  For more infor-
mation call Jami at (515) 554-8642.
Bartender needed evenings and weekends. 
Apply at the American Legion, Ames, 225 
Main Street.
Subleaser needed IMMEDIATELY. 
1-bedroom apartment February through 
end of July. $530/month plus electric/gas.
Westward Apartments managed by RESGI. 
Call Jennifer 224.383.5347.
6 Bedroom House  August 1st, 2013 - 6 
Bedroom House 103 S Hyland. $1650/
month + utilities. Call 515-291-0834 
or email adamspropertymanagement@
hotmail.com
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watch for our
ON STANDS
FEBRUARY 7thYour guide to planning the perfect Valentine’s Day
Over 140 DIFFERENT liquors to choose from...
Including Maker’s Mark • Tanqueray • Grey Goose • Patron • Glenlivet • Midori
207 Welch Ave. / 292-2334
Clocktower/Campustown
-Thursday-
Top Shelf Night
28
So Many 
Choices
Every Liquor We Carry: $2.50/Single and $5/double 
Try Our Martinis! $5
212 MAIN STREET | DOWNTOWN AMES, IOWA
$1 Gin & Tonic Thursdays
A suitable substitute for the old plastic pint. it l  tit t  f r t  l  l tic i t.
1 Word in discount store names
4 Hand-holding dance
8 Reveal all?
13 Set right, in a way
15 His voice is heard after “Live,  
      from New York ...”
16 Rewards cardholder’s benefit
18 Brazilian novelist Jorge
19 Horace’s “__ Poetica”
20 Roulette option
22 Computer-generated visual  
      media
26 Athlete dubbed “O Rei do 
Futebol”
27 One known for great service
28 Limerick fifth
29 Environmentalist Sigurd
30 Show of strength?
31 Baseball div.
32 Time for laundry and such
35 Bright
37 Yale grads
38 Tiffany collectibles
39 Key not used by itself
40 Curved molding
44 Road maneuvers, briefly
45 Salad dressing ingredient
47 Rhinitis doc
48 Dads
49 Infomercial kitchen brand
50 Starting a project ... and what  
      the letters between each pair of 
      circles are doing?
55 Bizarre
56 Audience member
57 Does some yard work
58 Solomonic
59 Hosp. areas
1 Tetley competitor
2 Infinitesimal
3 Long sail
4 Spartan serf
5 Time and again, in verse
6 “The Natural” protagonist Hobbs
7 Surrealist Jean
8 Hunting or fishing
9 IDs on a carousel
10 Grade sch. basics
11 “My thought is ...”
12 Thick-skinned citrus fruit
14 Zenith’s opposite
17 In short supply
21 Unfavorable impression?
23 Calm
24 Bank claim
25 “The handmaiden of creativ-
ity”: Eliot
26 Guilty, for example
29 Bygone GM division
30 Marshy lowlands
31 Nimble
32 Got real?
33 They may be sealed
34 Workers’ rights org.
35 Risqué
36 Illusory hope
39 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
40 Pungent bulb
41 Reveal all?
42 Former Disney chief
43 Ducks
45 “Land __ alive!”
46 Concur
48 Cowpoke’s pal
51 Côte d’Azur saison
52 “I’m thinkin’ not”
53 Sporty VW
54 Sporty cars
Crossword
Wednesday’s  solution
Across
Down
Fun & Games
Unplug, decompress and relax ...
Fun Facts
King Louis XIV lived and ruled so long (72 yrs) that he is not only the 
longest reigning ruler of Europe, but his successor, Louis XV, was 
neither his son, nor his grandson, but his great-grandson.
We know it best for its unforgettable roles in flameproof insulation 
and class-action lawsuits, but asbestos got its official start in the first 
century, when Roman author Pliny the Elder noted the natural mineral 
fiber’s resistance to fire. Though he slightly discredited himself by also 
lauding asbestos for being impermeable to attacks by dark wizards, he 
did point out one trait that modern researchers should have paid more 
attention to: slaves who worked with asbestos tended to develop lung 
problems.
In what countries are people most likely to help a stranger? In a 2010 
survey, Liberia and Sierra Leone were #1 and #2.
Because of the angle at which its esophagus enters its stomach, the 
horse is physically unable to vomit.
At launch, around 300,000 gallons of water was released beneath the 
Space Shuttle’s engines as a noise suppressant.
The first Dunkin Donuts and the first Howard Johnson’s were both in 
Quincy, Massachusetts.
Al Capone’s business card reportedly said he was a furniture salesman.
Today’s Birthday 
(02.07.13)
Enjoy the social whirlwind and 
romantic sparks until a project 
captivates. April promotions 
generate lasting results. Be 
cautious with investments 
after that, and keep providing 
great service for a steady 
rise in status. Love pays fine 
dividends.
To get the advantage, check 
the day’s rating: 10 is the 
easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- There could 
be mechanical problems. 
Delegate to someone who’ll do 
the job better than you. Exceed 
expectations. Set your own 
long-range goals, and record a 
significant dream.
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- You help 
others stay on track. But this 
may not be something you’re 
willing to do in every case. 
Consult an expert. Don’t be 
pushed into anything. Choose.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 -- Respectfully 
move quickly with more work. 
Emotions direct your activities, 
and your destination calls. 
Beauty feeds you now, which 
adds to your charm. Don’t 
forget an imminent deadline.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 -- Get farther than 
expected, despite conflicting 
orders. More money is coming 
in. Friends help you around 
a difficult situation. Improve 
working conditions.
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Plug a 
financial leak, and guard 
against reckless spending. 
Save money by consuming 
less and conserving energy. 
Inspire others. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 -- List the 
changes you want to make. 
Good deeds you’ve done bring 
benefits. Think fast, and put a 
surprising to good use. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 -- You can do 
more than you thought. You’ve 
been doing the job the hard 
way. Creative work pays well. 
Keep digging. You’re great at 
networking. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Reaffirm a 
commitment, romantic or 
otherwise. You’re attractive. 
The wallet’s getting fuller. 
Sand down rough edges and 
facilitate creative efforts. Add 
glitter. The pace picks up. 
Compromise gets achieved.
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Household 
matters demand attention. 
There’s more money flowing 
in, luckily. You’re very magnetic 
now. A partner may be even 
luckier. Witness another stroke 
of brilliance. Keep the faith.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 -- Don’t worry 
about things you can’t change. 
Old formulas don’t fit; new 
procedures glitch. But it all 
comes together. And time with 
your sweetheart is extra nice.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 -- Make a big 
improvement. Problems may 
still arise. Ask for money 
anyway. Circumstances dictate 
the direction. Obstacles make 
you even more determined. 
Cross things off your list.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 -- Suddenly 
you’re in an alien environment. 
Get the facts by asking detailed 
questions. Provide well for 
family. New opportunities 
arise, including a conflict of 
interests. Choose for love.
Horoscope by  Linda C. BlackSudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every 
digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve 
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Wednesday’s  Solution
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10 Advertisement
10/$6
Anderson Erickson Yogurt
select varieties | 6 oz.
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west lincoln way
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   n   7 days a week   n   two convenient locations
EMPLOYEE OWNED
$1997
3.49/lb.
Fresh Blue Ribbon 
Boneless Beef 
Chuck Roast
4.49
Bakery Fresh 
Decorated Cutout 
Cookies or Cupcakes 
6 ct.
4/$10 
Red Baron Pizza
select varieties
14.76 to 23.45 oz.
5/$10
Kellogg’s Cereal 
select varieties | 10.5 - 12.6 oz.
1.88
Midwest County Fare
Granulated Sugar
4 lb.
4.99
Hershey’s or Reese’s 
Chocolates
select varieties | 8 oz.
Don’t forget to order 
early at
Prices Effective 2/6 - 2/12
Roses
1 Dozen Pre-Wrapped
EMPLOYEE OWNED
.98/lb.
Stemilt Washington 
Pink Lady Apples
1.77
Hy-Vee Cottage Cheese
1% or 4% small curd 
or 4% large curd | 24 oz.
6/$10
7 Up Products 
16.9 fl. oz. | 6 pack bottles
select varieties
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History of
Valentine’s Day
Every Feb. 14 flowers, cards and 
candies are swapped between loved 
ones in the name of St. Valentine, 
but there are uncertainties as to 
how Valentine’s Day came to be the 
romantic holiday it is today.
“A lot is legend,” said Anne 
Clifford, associate philosophy and 
religious studies professor.
Clifford said that there are at 
least two or three different recog-
nized saints named Valentine, all of 
who were martyred.
“It was a common name then,” 
Clifford said.
She explained that according to 
a legend, Valentine was a martyr in 
Rome during the third century un-
der Emperor Claudius II. Valentine 
was a priest who sent messages of 
love and comfort to his family and 
his church via birds.
“At that time, priests could be 
married,” Clifford clarified.
Other legends say that Valentine 
performed secret marriages for lov-
ers, going against Claudius II who 
had outlawed the marriage of young 
men; Claudius believed single men 
made better soldiers than men with 
families.
Valentine was executed on Feb. 
14 because of this crime.
Clifford explained that the 
Catholic Church does not recognize 
Valentine as an official saint today; 
instead St. Cyril is celebrated Feb. 
14.
“Valentine was at one time listed 
as a saint, but in modern times we 
know more, and he was removed 
from the list of saints,” Clifford said. 
“It could have to do with the fact that 
there was more than one.”
Clifford explained that back in 
the third century, any martyr was 
immediately considered to be a 
saint because they gave their life for 
their faith.
“The actual sense of focusing 
on him and celebrating love on Feb. 
14 really took off during the middle 
ages,” Clifford said.
She explained that the first as-
sociation with St. Valentine and 
love can be traced back to the 14th 
century.
“During the time between The 
Crusades and The Plague, it was 
calm in Western Europe,” Clifford 
said.
Some websites state that people 
expressed their love by sending each 
other candies and greeting cards, 
known as valentines.
“I am skeptical of that,” said 
Michael Baily, associate professor of 
history. “I would guess that it’s prob-
ably about the timing.”
Bailey explained that 14th cen-
tury English poet Geoffrey Chaucer 
wrote that Valentine’s Day is linked 
to its proximity to spring, a time as-
sociated with mating and rebirth.
A poem by Chaucer reads, “For 
this was on Saint Valentine’s Day, 
when every bird cometh there to 
choose his mate.”
Bailey believes the history 
of many modern traditions, like 
Valentine’s Day, is often hard to 
trace back accurately.
Today, Feb. 14 is known for be-
ing a romantic holiday 
and many people have 
Valentine’s Day 
traditions.
“I do not like to 
make a big deal out 
of Valentine’s Day,” 
said senior Amanda 
Hale, “But I really 
appreciate that my 
boyfriend makes an 
effort to recognize 
it.”
Hale explained 
that she and her 
boyfriend have a 
tradition of shar-
ing a heart-shaped 
pizza, from The 
Great Plains Sauce 
& Dough Company, 
and a few bottles of 
wine together.
“It’s the perfect low-key tradi-
tion,” Hale said.
Clifford said that Valentine’s 
Day doesn’t have a lot to do with St. 
Valentine.
“I don’t think 
people are think-
ing of a martyr when 
they’re taking their 
date to dinner on 
Valentine’s Day,” 
Clifford said.
By Jessi.Wilson 
@iowastatedaily.com
Gentlemen emerge on romantic day
Tradition
Ideas
Read more online:
To read more articles about Valentine’s Day, including how it’s celebrated outside of the United 
States and how to survive the holiday without a date, visit us online at 
iowastatedaily.com
online 
Lovers’ holiday has  
long, varied history
For men, Valentine’s Day is a 
day to show their significant oth-
ers how much they truly mean to 
them and bring out their inner 
Casanova.
According to the National 
Retail Federation 2012 
Valentine’s Day Consumer 
Intentions and Actions study, 
the average person celebrating 
the holiday spent $126.03 with a 
total of $17 billion being spent all 
together.
In the study, it was expected 
that $1.8 billion would be spent 
on flowers, while $1.5 billion 
would be spent on the purchase 
of candy.
“Valentine’s Day is a day to 
be a gentleman and put her on a 
pedestal,” said Koby Wortman, 
sophomore in interdisciplinary 
studies.
Wortman thought back to his 
Valentine’s Day last year with 
his girlfriend. Wortman said he 
had his sweetheart come up to 
Ames from their hometown of 
Shenandoah, Iowa.
“I think I spent close to $1,000 
last year; I like Valentine’s Day,” 
Wortman said. “I bought a new 
suit and I told her to bring a dress 
up, I said I had a surprise for her. 
When she arrived at my dorm in 
Willow, I stood at my door with 
flowers in my hands.”
“I had decorated my room; 
there were rose petals on the 
floor and on my bed.  I then took 
her out to eat at Centro, a four 
star restaurant in downtown Des 
Moines.”
Wortman said he did all that 
work because he wanted his girl-
friend to feel appreciated and 
important.
Jordan Lenway, a sophomore 
in mechanical engineering, also 
highlighted his Valentine’s Day 
experience last year with his 
girlfriend.
“I had ordered flowers for my 
girlfriend and had them deliv-
ered in the morning to me. I then 
went and surprised her at her 
dorm before she went to class,” 
Lenway said.
“We both had a busy night 
that night, so that weekend I took 
her to Des Moines and we went 
out to eat at the Cheesecake 
Factory, and then I took her to a 
movie.”
Lenway pointed out that 
women often 
do have ex-
pectations 
of what 
they think 
their guys 
should do 
for Valentine’s 
Day.
“You want to make them feel 
cherished,” Lenway said. “It is 
a really important day, though, 
because even though you 
may not have a lot of time 
together very often, it is 
always good to have a day 
together to do something 
special.”
Both Wortman and 
Lenway offered advice for other 
men about what to do and how to 
go about creating a memorable 
Valentine’s Day.
Lenway said that guys need to 
make it a day about their signifi-
cant other, and that surprising 
them has worked in the past and 
is always a great tactic.
Wortman went the hopeless 
romantic route for his special 
lady.
“Guys, don’t be afraid to be 
cheesy with it,” Wortman said. 
“It is the one day of the year 
you can be cheesy a n d 
get away with 
it.”
By Charles.O’Brien 
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy photo
Valentine’s Day is a chance for men to show their 
someone special just how important he or she 
is. Several ISU students recommend planning a 
special surprise to celebrate the holiday.
Courtesy photos
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416 Billy Sunday Rd #150  | 887.288.5810
www.SouthDuffatISU.com
• Studio-5BR floor plans
• Fitness and tanning center 
• Convenient by the bed leases
• Private washer and dryer 
• Pet friendly
• Garages available
• Hardwood floors and fireplace
• Enormous private balconies 
  and patios
Your Life, Your Style
• Free On-Site Fitness and Tanning
• Free Parking and Carports Available
• Washer and Dryer in Every Apartment
• Convenient By-The-Bed Leases
• Outdoor sports Courts
• Cy-Ride Stop
Apply online at www.UniversityPlains.com
4912 Mortensen Rd. • 888-819-9392
Valentine’s Day is filled with hearts, sweets and the color 
pink, a consumer holiday used to show love and appreciation 
for that special someone by giving them a dozen roses or a box 
of chocolate. For those who work behind the scenes to 
make this day special for consumers, it’s the busi-
est day of the year.
Preparing for Valentine’s Day begins 
during the Christmas season. 
“We begin to 
o r -
der and plan in the beginning of December,” said Jodi 
Headrick, the manager of the Hy-Vee floral department.
Shipments and staff increase in the weeks preceding 
February 14 in anticipation for one of the biggest consumer 
holidays of the year. Headrick said that Valentine’s Day brings 
in six times the amount of business than a normal week.
Terry Stark, owner of Chocolaterie Stam, said that 
Valentine’s Day is the single busiest day of the year. “We often 
have 500 or more clients on this single day,” he said.
Headrick also said that Valentine’s Day is busy for Hy-Vee 
floral. “It is definitely our biggest holiday. People go crazy. 
Last year a man spent over $500 on one order of red roses,” 
she said.
A manager of Coach House Gifts said that for their busi-
ness, Valentine’s Day is the third-busiest holiday, behind 
Christmas and Mother’s Day. There is always a flow of cus-
tomers until six or seven at night.
At Chocolaterie Stam, a line from the register to the 
door can be expected on Valentine’s Day. “We have plenty 
of samples on hand to make the wait a little more palat-
able,” Stark said.
Valentine’s Day isn’t the only busy day for Chocolaterie 
Stam. Stark said that they have a lot of clients visit Feb. 13 and 
submit orders before the big day as well.
Together, the three stores cover the basic Valentine’s 
products. On Valentine’s Day, Coach House Gift’s biggest sell-
ers are Hallmark cards and promotions, while Headrick said 
Hy-Vee’s red roses are always the clear winner.
Stark said that while they do sell a lot of boxes of chocolate, 
they also sell a considerable amount of chocolate-covered 
strawberries. “We start dipping chocolate-covered strawber-
ries around three or four in the morning due to the high vol-
ume that are ordered,” he said.
Whether it’s roses, a thoughtful card or a box of 
chocolate, stores are prepared to serve consumers this 
h o l i d a y season.
Diamonds may be a girl’s best friend, but 
selecting the right one may be a guy’s worst 
nightmare.
For all of those who have decided that a piece 
of jewelry is the way to go for their special some-
one this Valentine’s Day, they should first pre-
pare themselves to make the right choice.
“Education is the key to making an intel-
ligent purchase,” said Gary Youngberg, owner 
of Ames Silversmithing. “The reality is most 
people go into a jewelry store and feel ignorant.”
Youngberg explained that most people just 
don’t know what questions to ask when they en-
ter a jewelry store.
Justin Gilger, co-owner of Gilger Designs, 
said that three things a buyer should educate 
themselves on are the “three c’s.” These include 
cut, clarity and color.
There is, of course, also carat, which Gilger 
explained is, “just the size or the mass of the 
diamond.”
Gilger said that he sees most buyers focus on 
cut and color, but forget about clarity.
When first entering a jewelry store, it is im-
portant to find not only the right questions but 
also the right person to talk to.
“It’s important that the people you speak to 
are GIA-certified,” Youngberg said, speaking of 
the Gemological Institute of America.
Youngberg explained that those who are 
GIA-certified have taken courses and received 
a degree so they truly understand the qualities 
of diamonds and how to properly explain those 
qualities to a customer.
One question that Youngberg suggested ask-
ing jewelry salespeople to see if they know what 
they are talking about is to ask what the crown 
angle of a diamond should be.
If they can’t answer that, you might want to 
look at another store.
Another issue that also comes to mind is the 
idea of “blood diamonds.”
Youngberg explained that this really isn’t a 
relevant issue to diamond buyers today. This is 
because of the introduction of the Kimberley 
Process Certification Scheme, which went into 
affect in 2003.
The Kimberley Process works to keep 
“conflict diamonds” from entering the jewelry 
market.
One thing buyers can do is check the certi-
fication of a diamond, but Youngberg pointed 
out that not all certifications are to the same 
standard.
“Diamonds rated by the GIA will be the 
most accurate,” Youngberg said, who explained 
that places such as the European Gemological 
Laboratory have different standards.
By Katelynn.McCollough 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Natalie.Williams 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Right choice will sparkle, shine
Local stores prepare early 
for romantic holiday rush
Jewelry
Shopping
 ■ Hy-Vee Floral
(515) 232-1407
Valentine’s Day hours: 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
 ■ Coach House Gifts
(515) 232-3574
Valentine’s Day hours: 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
 ■ Chocolaterie Stam
(515) 232-0656
Valentine’s Day hours: 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Store locations
 ■ Shari K’s Estate Jewelry
 ■ Gilger Designs
 ■ Ames Silversmithing
 ■ Swank’s Jewelry
 ■ Riddle’s Jewelry
 ■ Kay Jewelers
 ■ Nature’s Touch
 ■ Melissa Stenstrom Fine Jewelry
 ■ Hawkeye Gold LLC
Ames jewelry stores
Hy-Vee Floral, Chocolaterie Stam 
say Feb. 14 is busiest day of year
Stores give shoppers advice
on how to choose great gifts
Courtesy photo
It can be difficult to find a piece of jewelry for the right occasion. Shoppers should educate 
themselves about the three c’s before shopping for gemstones: cut, clarity and color.
Courtesy photo
Valentines 3
ISUdor
housing.iastate.edu
housing@iastate.edu
Yesyou can 
have all the benefits of
living on campus
&an
apartment!
Live On
Campus!
Frederiksen 
Court SUV
Not every Valentine’s Day 
ends in a dream date, but there 
is still fun to be had. Don’t have 
a date for Feb. 14, or looking for 
a new idea to avoid the dinner 
and movie rush? Businesses 
in the city of Ames as well as 
the Iowa State campus have 
plenty to offer.
Perfect Games, a bowling 
alley with laser tag, an arcade, 
food and drinks, has a special 
Valentine’s Day offer. This 
year, you can head in on Feb. 14 
for two games of bowling for 
two, shoes included, a medium 
pizza and two $5 arcade cards 
all for the bundle price of $40.
“This is the first time we are 
doing this,” said Brad Boeding, 
a manager at Perfect Games. 
In the past, the business has 
offered smaller Valentine’s 
Day deals but hasn’t pulled in 
the size of crowd they were 
hoping for.
“Typically a lot of people 
don’t think about coming 
here. We are doing a differ-
ent deal to try build business.” 
Boeding said. Perfect Games 
is requesting reservations for 
Valentine’s night.
If bowling and arcades 
don’t make the cut, other op-
tions are available to students 
and the broader Ames com-
munity on the campus of Iowa 
State.
Stephen’s Auditorium has 
a concert called “Experience 
the Beatles with Rain.” Tickets 
to the concert by Rain, a 
Beatles cover band, are being 
offered to students at a re-
duced price of $35. To draw in 
a larger audience, Stephen’s is 
hosting a sampling from Snus 
Hill Winery and Chocolaterie 
Stam before the show.
Having a concert on 
Valentine’s Day is not a 
frequent occurrence for 
Stephen’s Auditorium, how-
ever. “We basically find dates 
that work, and it just happened 
to land on Valentine’s Day,” 
said Lisa Maubach, advertis-
ing and program coordinator 
for Stephen’s Auditorium.
The Margaret Sloss 
Women’s Center is also host-
ing a performance Feb. 14: 
“The Vagina Monologues.” 
This year marks the 15th an-
niversary of “The Vagina 
Monologues” at Iowa State.
“One-third of the women 
living on the planet today will 
be beaten or abused in her life-
time,” said Blair Gershenson, 
graduate student and employ-
ee of  Margaret Sloss Women’s 
Center. The performance edu-
cates people about the experi-
ences of girls and women.
The Margaret Sloss 
Women’s Center chose 
Valentine’s Day for “The 
Vagina Monologues” because 
of the significance of “V-Day,” 
which stands for victory, 
Valentine and vagina. The 
theme for this year’s perfor-
mance is “one billion rising” 
and taking a stand to end 
violence.
Don’t feel like attending an 
event or celebrating the holi-
day? Cyclone Cinema is play-
ing “Twilight: Breaking Dawn 
Part 2” all weekend. Stop by 
Thursday for some chocolate 
from the concessions stand 
and a good, old-fashioned 
chick flick.
823 Wheeler St. •  Ames • 233-0959
Location in Northern Lights Center 
Reserve Your Table today
Print PDF Website iPhone App Android App iPad Edition Tablet Edition
www.facebook.com/iowastatedaily www.twitter.com/iowastatedaily
com
Courtesy photo
The Margaret Sloss Women’s Center will be hosting its annual performance of “The Vagina 
Monologues” on Feb. 14.  Go with a friend or take a date for a different holiday experience.
Celebrate holiday with unique outings
By Tedi.Mathis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Ames
Courtesy photo
Consider doing something unusual for this Valentine’s Day.  Several Ames businesses offer 
deals to tempt customers on the holiday. Perfect Games is offering a couples bowling package.
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